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JRS Express
WELCOME TO THE NEW LOOK JRS EXPRESS!
The last few years have been challenging for all of us, whether in
school or at home. Despite this, the students of John Ruskin
School have continued to be amazing in every way, and we wanted to relaunch the JRS Express to share with everyone how truly
wonderful our school is!
Be respected
Be resilient
Be valued
Be ready for your future
Be you!

MESSAGE FROM MR BLACKBURN
I hope you are enjoying our 'new look' JRS Express. In many ways it seems
like only yesterday that we published our last copy, prior to any talk of face
coverings and lateral flow tests. For me this edition (I hope) represents the
'beginning of the end.' It is fantastic to read again about all the events and
opportunities that students have been able to fully engage with, whether that
be a sporting event or a classroom activity that we all would have maybe taken
for granted a few short years ago.
Last term I saw our students show commitment and resilience, from Year 7
settling into secondary school life at JRS through to Year 11 tackling mocks
with tenacity, all our students have shown themselves to be a credit to the
school and to you, their parents.
JRS would not be JRS without us making the whole school run over a hill, and
the weather smiled on us in October as we were able to complete the course allowing our older students the opportunity to show us their unique take on
'fancy dress for the fell'.
As not just storm Arwen, but also the vagaries of national policy have blown
us one way and another, it has been fantastic to have so much support from
our families - we can all be so proud of how our students, sons and daughters
have risen to the challenges of the past few years.
Peter Blackburn
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FORM TIME AT JRS!
Since we returned to school last September, it’s been great to have our traditional vertical tutor groups back in
operation as they help to create the
unique family feel that characterizes
JRS. During form time, we have been
experimenting with different activities
– we began with a series of articles
about the school vision which tutor
groups read and discussed. We looked
at a diverse range of texts from how to
earn respect; the importance of resilience and attending school; plus blogs
from people living in Afghanistan and
information about the Paralympic refugee team. In addition to this Ms Tyson
organised a maths week and Mr Rawcliffe provided sessions on mental
health and wellbeing.
This term we are looking at the United
Nations and British Values – how do

their core values link to our own school
vision? We’re looking at democracy
and the rule of law – plus articles from
Muslims living in the UK, the LGBTQ+
community as well as art work that
reminds us about respect and tolerance
in our society. This will lead to our JRS
Hall of Fame where students choose
famous individuals – past or present –
who best represent the key aspects of
both the United Nations and British
Values. We have a science week just
before Easter and then move onto Philosophy for Children. We think using
form time in this way will get students
thinking from the moment they arrive
in school and enable them to reflect on
the diverse world they live in as well as
prepare them for being world citizens
of the future.
Mr Walker

"Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent effort."
John Ruskin
TEXTILES
TREATS
It's been an exciting few
months in the Textiles room
as our Year 10 students have
made a start on their Textiles
GCSE course - this is a brand
new course that only started
this year!
The students have been
working hard on their projects, making use of our
stunning new sewing machines, to create their very
own cushion covers.
Meanwhile, in Year 8, the
students have learnt how to
carry out a range of weaving
and hand-sewing techniques
to design and create their
very own decorations and
pin cushions.
Whilst in Year 9, students
have been busy making hand
-puppets and polka dot
drawstring bags.
Examples of students’ work
have been displayed in the
textiles room for all to see!
Mrs Phillips
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AND THE SOUL
‘And the soul, if she is to
know herself, must look
inside the soul’
Plato
And the soul, if she is to
know herself
must look into the soul
and find
what kind of beast is hiding.

And if it be a horse, open
up the gate
and let it run. And if it be
a rabbit
give it sand dunes to disappear in.

Kim Moore

POETRY WORKSHOP
At the start of November we were lucky enough to have a local,
award winning poet, Kim Moore, visit the school to work with
our very enthusiastic Year 7 pupils. Kim is a charismatic poet
who has three published books of poetry, ‘If We Could Speak
Like Wolves,’ ‘The Art of Falling’ and ‘All The Men I Never Married.’
Her approach to working with Year 7 was to allow them time to
do ‘free writing’ where there were no rules about whether to include a rhyming couplet or a simile; it was more a case of anything goes! In this sense this concept very much matched our
own John Ruskin School vision of ‘Be You.’

And if it be a swan, create
a mirror image,
give it water. And if it be a
badger
grow a sloping woodland
in your heart.
And if it be a tick, let the
blood flow
until it's sated. And if it
be a fish
there must be a river and
a mountain.
And if it be a cat, find
some people
to ignore, but if it be a
wolf,
you'll know from its restless way
of moving, if it be a wolf,
throw back your head
and let it howl.

Kim Moore

The poetry that resulted from the workshop was truly inspirational and, in some cases, reduced myself, Mrs Jones and Kim
herself to tears. The maturity with which Year 7 rose to the challenge was truly amazing.
Kim was very impressed by the students, commenting on their
maturity and impeccable behaviour.
Normally I would include a sample of the poems but, in this instance, what was produced was very immediate and personal. You will just have to take it from me that they were imaginative, creative and heartfelt!
Looking forward: in March the English Department is planning a
trip to Dove Cottage for both Year 7 and 8.
Mrs Wright
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GEOGRAPHY
NEWS
We are delighted to
have been awarded the
Geographical Association Geography Quality
Mark for 2021-24. In
addition we have now
been recognised as a
“Centre of Excellence”
for fieldwork - making
the most of the amazing location of our
school and having a
fieldwork programme
that reflects this.
Ms Richards and Mrs
Hodgson

YEAR 8 INGLEBOROUGH CAVES
As part of their geography
work on rocks and limestone
landscapes, Year 8 enjoyed a
field trip to Ingleborough
caves near Clapham in the
Yorkshire Dales. The weather
was kind and we had a fabulous and inspiring day exploring the limestone features in
Trow Gill - a dry valley. We all
enjoyed an informative guided
tour around the caves and seeing all the weird and wonderful stalactite and stalagmite
formations including Queen
Victoria’s ‘bloomers’! The
quality of the students follow
up work was very impressive

and developed their geographical skills in annotating photographs of features and explaining processes of formation.

YEAR 10 ST BEES
Our GCSE geographers enjoyed a day out at St Bees
looking at coastal features
and human management of
sea defences. We have really
missed our field trips in the
last year and it was fantastic
to get our students out in
the field applying their
knowledge and identifying
features such as wave cut
platforms, headlands and
bays.

YEAR 10 RIVER FIELDWORK
The GCSE groups both visited the Copper Mines Valley to collect
primary data in the upper course of the river. Data was collected
for river width, depth, velocity, gradient and sediment size. This
was then used to calculate averages and display using a range of
graphs as part of the compulsory part of the GCSE course. An
excellent attitude towards working outside by all students.
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D OF E NEWS
Congratulations to the Year 10 students who have completed
their bronze award despite the challenges of last year. There is
still time for students to finish their physical, skills and volunteering sections and they should see Ms Richards if they need
any help with getting their assessor reports completed.
I am delighted with the start that all our Year 9 students have
made to the award and we are very much hoping that the overnight expedition will be able to take place in the summer term.
Our volunteers are busy in school organising recycling, helping
in the school library and the workshop.
Ms Richards

“The secret of language is the secret of sympathy, and its full charm is
possible only to the gentle.” John Ruskin

EN FRANÇAIS JUSQU’ICI
Highlights in the French department from this term include:
Le Café Français: our Year
10 students did a fantastic job
of welcoming the prospective
students at Open Evening in
September. They helped them
to order food and drinks in
French and invited them to
take part in the other French
activities on offer. They also
set up a fantastic café scene,
and even stayed to clear away
at the end! Merci beaucoup!
Amazing resilience: all our
students are showing impressive resilience as they work
hard despite the challenges
caused by successive lockdowns and self-isolation periods – but a special mention
should go to the Year 11s this
term. Despite having Year 10
interrupted by covid, and a
difficult start to the year with
lots of people having to selfisolate, they rose to the chal-

lenge of the mocks. Well
done, Year 11 – you should be
proud of your hard work and
resilience.
Penpal letters: Year 7 have
been learning how to introduce and describe themselves
in French, and they put these
skills to really good use writing letters to students their
age in the city of Reims in
northern France. They made
Happy New Year cards to go
with these – it’s more conventional in France to send a new
year card than a Christmas
card! Here are some fabulous
examples!
Mrs Topping
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SPORTS REPORT
It's been fantastic to see PE in school returning to normal
this year! Since September, clubs have restarted and students have had the chance to participate in so many sporting events! Across all year groups, pupils have competed
against other schools in fixtures such as football, netball,
badminton and cross country - with some amazing results! Students have been a credit to both themselves and
the school as they put 100% effort into their performances.

buzz of the start line, the challenge of the hills and the
chill of the river crossing? And let’s not forget the sight of
the Y11s in their epic fancy dress costumes! It was a brilliant afternoon, seeing the enthusiasm and excitement
from both staff and students as the sun shone down on us
all! Well done everyone!

A particular shoutout needs to
go to the following students who,
after brilliant performances in
earlier trials, have recently been
picked to represent the South
Lakes in the County Cross Country trials: Teddie Bromley, Nicole Dix, James Fulford, Lillie
Johnson and Roan Saunders.
This year, so far, has also seen
the return of the awesome JRS
fell race! Who had missed the

“Nature is painting for us, day after day, pictures of infinite beauty if
only we have the eyes to see them.”
― John Ruskin
EXEMPLARY
CHEFS
The JRS Chefs have
made a promising start
to 2022 with a range of
dishes. Year 8s have
been experimenting
with the Science of
Food, Year 7s are trialling dishes that represent the Eat Well Guide
and Year 9s are discovering the origins of
Food and cultural
choices. KS4 students
are developing their
plating up skills with
some dishes suitable
for high end restaurants. Here are a few
examples of their work.
Really looking forward
to what they produce
next.

Miss Curbishley
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A DEVELOPING SCHOOL...
Have you seen our new rugby posts? Thank you to the Rawdon Smith Trust for
funding these. The Trust also supported our purchase of a new portable basketball hoop for the end of the hall, which can be positioned in front of the stage
and is due to be delivered soon. Meanwhile, our fixed basketball hoop, above
the hall entrance, has been refurbished.
Rugby post installation, September 2021.
Thanks to a donation from the Coniston
14, these posts will soon be complete with
rugby post protectors.

Refurbished basketball hoop

We have received some new football goals for our outdoor games court area, as
a result of funding from Active Cumbria, also sets of petanque, boccia, kurling,
bowling and boxing equipment in order to increase our PE and lunchtime clubs’
activities.
Through another generous donation made by ex-pupil Peter George, we now
have new PCs in the Design and Technology department (“These are brilliant
sir, they are 20 times quicker than the old ones,” Year 11 in D&T); and a portable suite of laptops to aid learning in classrooms throughout school.

Other improvements to school this year have included new fascia, guttering and
downpipes on the Art and Music block, and repairs to the school drains. Later
this year we will be tackling some of the problems of the surface water drainage
in the school grounds.
Proceeds from the Coniston 14 have also been kindly donated towards not just
rugby post protectors but also upkeep of our swimming pool, Y7 music lessons,
trangia stoves for use during Duke of Edinburgh activities, new fences for our
outdoor area, our fundraising for new yard markings and library books.

THE YEAR 9
RECYCLE
TEAM
Here at JRS we
encourage people to take proper care of the environment and
combat Climate Change. Therefore, several Year 9 students
have banded together to form
the Recycle Team as part of
their DofE. The team recently
spread the word in assembly
about the two recycling systems
that are in place at JRS: paper
and plastic.

Scrap paper can be placed in
paper recycling bins, which are
scattered in every classroom in
the school, and are then collected by the troop. The troop will
take the scrap paper to the recycle bins behind the school,
empty the contents into the
larger bin where precious paper
awaits collection.
The plastic recycling routine is
fairly similar to the paper recycling procedure. There are two
plastic recycling bins available
in the dining room at break and
lunch times. They are for plastic bottles and containers ONLY - no food or paper. Similarly
to paper, plastic is emptied out
into the plastic recycling bin where they too await collection.
In conclusion, JRS supports the
appropriate treatment of the
climate and will do what we can
to halt Climate Change in its
tracks. As long as there are
more people working just as
hard as the Year 9 Recycle
Team, there will come a time in a not so distant future where we will be living in a
much happier and healthier
environment.
Declan Holcroft

FORM
ASSEMBLIES

Student initiative has continued
to be demonstrated in the return
of the form-led assembly.
Entire tutor groups have performed for the school, delivering
topics including the Earthshot
prize, bullying, cycling safety and
remembrance.

It has been wonderful to see such
an array of confident and conscientious individuals, sharing their
ideas and knowledge with us all.

Many thanks to the fantastic supporters of John Ruskin School!

We look forward to seeing what
topics are covered in the remaining tutor assemblies of the year!
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HEAD STUDENTS’ MESSAGE
Whilst in covid everything was very different and unusual; standard activities like reward trips, events, and
school meetings were all but eradicated - these are integral to school so leaving them behind left a large hole in
the school culture and community. Covid took so many of the things which make school fun - which is why we’ve
been so happy to see the return of all the many wonderful things that have taken place so far this year!
There’s a flourishing positive atmosphere in school that things might finally be returning to how they used to be;
that we can socialise and enjoy school life without being restrained by the cuffs of covid like masks, social distancing or bubbles. Positivity and enthusiasm have been encouraged by recent events like Christmas jumper day,
the Christmas dinner and our Christmas Carol service that was enjoyed by the whole school, on video rather
than physically, but this still allowed for a feeling of community, and helped create conversation between years.
In addition to this, we have also started going on school trips again, the legendary fell race took place and we’ve
played sports against other schools. We’re doing group work within lessons; the school council has also been
able to meet once more and we’ve gathered together as a whole school in assemblies for the first time in, what
feels like, years!
Life might not be completely back to the normal we used to know - but it’s certainly getting there, and that’s excellent!

John Ruskin School
Lake Road
Coniston
Cumbria
LA21 8EW
Phone: 015394 41306 / 41411
E-mail: admin@jrs.org.uk

We hope you have enjoyed this
first edition of the new look JRS
Express—it certainly is a bumper
issue, which just goes to show how
much has been going on in our
little school since September!
Many thanks to all who have contributed.
Please look out for future editions
arriving in your inbox at Easter
and the end of the Summer term!

